Redis Enterprise clusters (REC)

This section contains articles to help you manage your Redis Enterprise clusters (REC).

**Connect to the admin console**

Connect to the Redis Enterprise admin console to manage your Redis Enterprise cluster.

**Create Active-Active databases on Kubernetes**

This section how to set up an Active-Active Redis Enterprise database on Kubernetes using the Redis Enterprise Software operator.

**Upgrade a Redis Enterprise cluster (REC) on Kubernetes**

This task describes how to upgrade a Redis Enterprise cluster via the operator.

**Recover a Redis Enterprise cluster on Kubernetes**

This task describes how to recover a Redis Enterprise cluster on Kubernetes.

**Delete custom resources**

This article explains how to delete Redis Enterprise clusters and Redis Enterprise databases from your Kubernetes environment.

**Connect the Prometheus operator to Redis Enterprise Software on Kubernetes**

This article describes how to configure a Prometheus operator custom resource to allow it to export metrics from Redis Enterprise Software on Kubernetes.
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